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What an exciting Science Week we have had this year! Every day was filled with 

many engaging experiments, activities and science - driven discussions based 

around the theme of “Up in the Air”. The children also had the opportunity to 

research different birds around the seven of the world’s continents and explored the 

diversity of our amazing planet. 

Birds of Prey Visit 

Our Science Week was enhanced with an exciting visit from four fascinating birds of 

prey. The children were lucky enough to learn more about these creatures including 

their habitat, diet and they even had the chance to watch them flying. We had the 

privilege of seeing ‘Sparky’ the barn owl, ‘Zeus’ the peregrine falcon, ‘Sybil’ the 

Harris hawk and ‘Alaska’ the bald eagle who has been in two films! What a 

fascinating experience it was! 
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Competitions 

During our two assemblies we announced the winners of our competitions which we 

ran throughout the week: 

Congratulations to Imaani who won the sugar glider raffle competition. Imaani’s name 

was pulled out of bucket full of hundreds of entries and she had the winning raffle 

ticket.  

Evie was our winner for the ‘Guess the number of goodies in the globe’ competition. 

Evie accurately estimated there were 264 sweets. Well done Evie!  

The model making competition was hugely successful again this year and choosing 

the winners was a difficult task indeed. Congratulations to our winners who received 

a certificate and a science prize and well done to everyone who took part. 

 

Model making winners  

 

Reception-Aurelia  

Year 1-Lexin  

Year 2-Harry B 

Year 3-Noah  

Year 4-Sapphire  

Year 5-Luca  

Year 6-Ben C  
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It is true to say that by Friday the children were so engaged by the weeks’ activities 

that they were very eager and excited about dressing up in their wonderful 

costumes; we had a brilliant range of creations from birds, fireworks, rainbows and of 

course some cool scientists! 

The ‘Best Dressed’ competition was hugely challenging for the judges as the 

costumes were so brilliant. Thank you to everyone for the effort involved in creating 

these amazing outfits that we were all able to enjoy in our assembly parade. 

Best Dressed winners 

Nursery – Teddy  

Ash – Penelope  

Elm – Ojas  

Oak – Ivy  

Owl – Rose  

Sparrow – Ellen  

Robin – Leah  

Nightingale – Sadie  

Pepys – Elizabeth  

Shackleton – Dotty  

Brunel – Eryn  

Kapoor – Nuno  

Barfield – Mia  

Blackman – Isabella  

Rowling – Grace  

Dahl – Henry  

Victoria – Luca  

Henry – Daniel  

Elizabeth – Emily  

Hawking – Brogan  

Franklin – Sakina  

Darwin – James  

Thank you so much for all your support throughout Science Week .….We’re already 

looking forward to the next one! 


